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in addition to an inspirational scoring career, richter has an excellent solo career as a composer. like many other composers of his generation, richter is concerned with romanticism, and his piano pieces are often, albeit not always, quite
glorious. but richter has a distinct, modern voice, too. his work with the london voices choir, as heard on the soundtrack album of the 2014 wwi film the impossible end, is stark and effective. i am sure you can hear the voice of a young girl

in his work, too. richter has a gift for creating evocative, and often very beautiful, musical spaces for solo instruments. the flute of purity, for instance, is a work of pure beauty, and one of the best pieces of music i know of. another
important thing i want to talk about is the fact that richter is a gay composer. it is easy to forget that, as he is so good at composing for male voices, but richter has explored the ways in which his feminine voice can be heard in his work.
for example, his writing for female voices is often quite beautiful, and can be quite moving. he has even written a piece for the london voices choir, and i think that is his best work with that ensemble. but richters music can sound quite

different. his work with electronics and electronics is often quite accessible, and his pieces from the magical realism period often have a romantic, cinematic feel to them. heres a bright future for film and electronic music. hi-tech takes on
the classics are an exciting breath of fresh air and provide some insight into his process of composing. most of these works were recorded in the recording studios of the zurich chamber orchestra, with whom he has had a long association.
daniel hope is a towering figure in the world of classical music. his recent appearance at the salzburg festival was one of the high points of the festival. a chamber music virtuoso, conductor, and composer, his performance skills as an artist

are second to none. its a great shame that not many people have heard his music, but with this recording, they will. max richter has been the target of much critical acclaim. its only fair that this recording should add to the popularity of
the swiss composer. were thrilled to be in a position to release this collection of max richters recent work on film. its a beautiful collection and we hope that this release will provide a great introduction to this exciting composer for many

people, who may not have discovered him before.
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We got to working on the score in the afternoons between the morning and evening shoots. Sometimes the idea is
to not watch the episodes and find the moments to write the score. It was like that with the first episode, and it

was very fast as well, it was a lot of nuts and bolts. We also created multiple versions, so that you could fit more of
the scene or the individual episode into the score, and then prepare the mix. We also used other composers to

make sure that the score felt like the show, so it was like a composers adventure, each episode was different, and
we could do a lot of interesting stuff. As for making sure the theme didnt feel too overbearing, I would add sounds
that would be reminiscent of what was on TV that day, because there are some key scenes in the show where the

characters are going through a very particular part of their life, so we wanted to evoke the feeling of what they
were experiencing. Also, we had a song we used in this season that we recorded in 2011. This is the song Amy
wrote when she thought she was pregnant with her last child, which she didnt discover until long after. It was a
matter of getting the right treatment, and having that song in the score was a strong moment and helped us

establish the fact that this is happening. You cant just throw a song in the score, it needs to fit the show, because
thats the only way you can think about it. The other thing Ive noticed is that there are a lot of shows now where
the score plays an important role in that it adds to the drama, and how we did it on The Leftovers is we had a lot

of material, so we tried to place it in the context of the show, and be as economical as possible, but the idea of the
score was to be challenging as well. 5ec8ef588b
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